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A: It is because the properties does not give you
the Name property for ListItem, in fact I suppose

that the Name property belongs to the List
instead of ListItem. If we take a look to the

"ListItem" object we can see that the "Name"
property is of String type while you need the
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"DisplayName" property. Changing it will solve
your problem. For example, changing the

following line: DataContext = pdfFileList[i]; for:
DataContext = pdfFileList[i].DisplayName; Q:
Dynamically add extra information to my SQL
Server table I want to add information to my
table using C# code. Is it possible to save the

system date to my table in addition to the entry
in my table. I hope to ask if this is possible by

using my datetime object or by using a query, or
by using a stored procedure (if it is possible). A:
If you want to save system date to table, then

you can go for stored procedure. Stored
procedure will be like: Create Procedure

p_AddDate ( @Id INT, @Date Datetime ) AS
BEGIN INSERT INTO dbo.table(Id, Date) VALUES
(@Id, @Date) END GO In your C# code, you can
call this procedure with parameters. EXECUTE
p_AddDate @Id=12, @Date=getdate(); Hope
this helps. Hypersensitivity pneumonitis after

repeated parenteral exposure to an
aminoglycoside preparation (polymyxin B) in a

patient with severe chronic renal failure. A
67-year-old woman with end-stage chronic renal
failure developed a hypersensitivity pneumonitis

after repeated parenteral exposure to
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polymyxin B, a cationic polypeptide antibiotic.
Although the hypersensitivity pneumonitis had

occurred repeatedly in the past, the patient had
had no clinical symptoms since the appearance
of the renal failure. We propose that repeated

exposure to polymyxin B contributes to the
onset of this hypersensitivity pneumonitis in an

immunocompromised patient.Q: How do you
use an SSD in a RAID configuration? I have a

hard drive array that originally was
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